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Panzer Ace The Memoirs Of An Iron Cross Panzer
Commander From Barbarossa To Normandy
Richard Freiherr von Rosen was a highly decorated Wehrmacht soldier and outstanding
panzer commander. His memoirs are richly illustrated with contemporary photographs,
including key confrontations of World War II. After serving as a gunlayer on a Pz.Mk.III
during Barbarossa, he led a Company of Tigers at Kursk. Later he led a company of
King Tiger panzers at Normandy and in late 1944 commanded a battle group (12 King
Tigers and a flak Company) against the Russians in Hungary in the rank of junior, later
senior lieutenant (from November 1944, his final rank.) Only 489 of these King Tiger
tanks were ever built. They were the most powerful heavy tanks to see service, and
only one kind of shell could penetrate their armor at a reasonable distance. Every effort
had to be made to retrieve any of them bogged down or otherwise immobilized, which
led to many towing adventures. The author has a fine memory and eye for detail. His
account is easy to read and not technical, and adds substantially to the knowledge of
how the German Panzer Arm operated in the Second World War.
“A first-rate memoir” from a German soldier who rose from conscript private to captain
of a heavy weapons company on the Eastern Front of World War II (City Book Review).
William Lubbeck, age nineteen, was drafted into the Wehrmacht in August 1939. As a
member of the 58th Infantry Division, he received his baptism of fire during the 1940
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invasion of France. The following spring, his division served on the left flank of Army
Group North in Operation Barbarossa. After grueling marches amid countless Russian
bodies, burnt-out vehicles, and a great number of cheering Baltic civilians, Lubbeck’s
unit entered the outskirts of Leningrad, making the deepest penetration of any German
formation. In September 1943, Lubbeck earned the Iron Cross First Class and was
assigned to officers’ training school in Dresden. By the time he returned to Russia,
Army Group North was in full-scale retreat. In the last chaotic scramble from East
Prussia, Lubbeck was able to evacuate on a newly minted German destroyer. He
recounts how the ship arrived in the British zone off Denmark with all guns blazing
against pursuing Russians. The following morning, May 8, 1945, he learned that the
war was over. After his release from British captivity, Lubbeck married his sweetheart,
Anneliese, and in 1949, immigrated to the United States where he raised a successful
family. With the assistance of David B. Hurt, he has drawn on his wartime notes and
letters, Soldatbuch, regimental history, and personal memories to recount his four years
of frontline experience. Containing rare firsthand accounts of both triumph and disaster,
At Leningrad’s Gates provides a fascinating glimpse into the reality of combat on the
Eastern Front.
What was it like to command a T-34 tank on the Eastern Front during the Second World
War? How were tank operations organized and carried out, what was the actual
experience of combat, and what were the qualities that made the difference between
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success and failure - and what were the chances of survival? Vasiliy Pavlovich
Bryukhovs vivid, detailed and gripping memoir of his wartime service gives a fascinating
and authentic insight into these questions. Also it provides an accurate, unsentimental
record of the day-to-day life of a tankman whose unit fought in the forefront of the Red
Army throughout the conflict across the western Soviet Union and into eastern Europe.
His first-hand eyewitness account is a memorable personal story, and it gives a
powerful insight into the reality of tank warfare seventy years ago.Vasiliy Pavlovich
Bryukhov was born in 1924 in Osa, In April 1943, after graduation from tank school, he
was given command of a T-34 tank, and he took part in the Battle of Kursk. He served
continuously until the end of the war, fighting through Ukraine, Moldavia, Romania and
Hungary to Austria. In one action his crew destroyed nine German panzers and in
another he led the vanguard of his tank brigade through German lines to capture
bridges and cut off the German retreat. In 1944 he was promoted to battalion
commander. For his actions at the end of 1944 and 1945 he was nominated for the title
Hero of the Soviet Union, but this nomination was not fulfilled until 1995 when he was
given the title of a Hero of the Russian Federation for the courage and gallantry he
displayed in battle during the Great Patriotic War .
Six riveting, gritty accounts of some of the greatest German tank commanders,
including Michael Wittmann, Hans Bolter, Hermann Bix, and others. Timelines mark the
milestones of each officer's career.
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The illustrated edition of the classic German WWII autobiography
A detailed military biography of the most highly decorated Nazi regimental commander
in WWII. The most highly decorated German regimental commander of World War II,
Hyazinth Graf Strachwitz first won the Iron Cross in the Great War. He was serving with
the 1st Panzer Division when the Polish campaign inaugurated World War II.
Strachwitz’s exploits as commander of a panzer battalion during the French campaign
earned him further decorations before he transferred to the newly formed 16th Panzer
Division. There, he participated in the invasion of Yugoslavia and then Operation
Barbarossa, where he earned the Knight’s Cross. At Stalingrad, he reached the Volga
and fought on the northern rim of Sixth Army’s perimeter. Severely wounded during
battle, he was flown out of the Stalingrad pocket and was thus spared the fate of the
rest of Sixth Army. Upon recuperation, he was named commander of the
Grossdeutschland Division’s panzer regiment and won the Swords to the Knight’s
Cross during Manstein’s counteroffensive at Kharkov. Wounded twelve times during
the war, and barely surviving a lethal car crash, Strachwitz finally surrendered to the
Americans in May 1945. Historian Raymond Bagdonas, though impaired by the
disappearance of 16th Panzer Division’s official records at Stalingrad, and the fact that
many of the Panzer Graf’s later battlegroups never kept them, has written a vividly
detailed account of this combat leader’s life, as well as ferocious armored warfare in
World War II.
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Josef Sepp Allerberger was the second most successful sniper of the German
Wehrmacht and one of the few private soldiers to be honoured with the award of the
Knights Cross.An Austrian conscript, after qualifying as a machine gunner he was
drafted to the southern sector of the Russian Front in July 1942. Wounded at
Voroshilovsk, he experimented with a Russian sniper-rifle while convalescing and so
impressed his superiors with his proficiency that he was returned to the front on his
regiments only sniper specialist.In this sometimes harrowing memoir, Allerberger
provides an excellent introduction to the commitment in fieldcraft, discipline and routine
required of the sniper, a man apart. There was no place for chivalry on the Russian
Front. Away from the film cameras, no prisoner survived long after surrendering.
Russian snipers had used the illegal explosive bullet since 1941, and Hitler eventually
authorised its issue in 1944. The result was a battlefield of horror.Allerberger was a cold-
blooded killer, but few will find a place in their hearts for the soldiers of the Red Army
against whom he fought.
Unique memoir of a Canadian serving in a German armored division What it was like to
fight in a tank on the Eastern Front Details on the battlefield performance of the Panzer
IV tank Six months before World War II erupted in 1939, Bruno Friesen was sent to
Germany by his father in hopes of a better life. Friesen was drafted into the Wehrmacht
three years later and ended up in the 7th Panzer Division. Serving as a gunner in a
Panzer IV tank and then a Jagdpanzer IV tank destroyer, Friesen experienced intense
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combat against the Soviets in Romania, Lithuania, and West Prussia.
Raised in 1943 with seventeen-year-olds from the Hitler Youth movement, and following the
twin disasters of Stalingrad and ‘Tunisgrad’, the Hitlerjugend Panzer Division emerged as the
most effective German division fighting in the West. The core of the division was a cadre of
offices and NCOs provided by Hitler’s bodyguard division, the elite Leibstandarte, with the aim
of producing a division of ‘equal value’ to fight alongside them in I SS Panzer Corps. During
the fighting in Normandy, the Hitlerjugend proved to be implacable foes to both the British and
the Canadians, repeatedly blunting Montgomery’s offensives, fighting with skill and a degree
of determination well beyond the norm. This they did from D+1 through to the final battle to
escape from the Falaise Pocket, despite huge disadvantages, namely constant Allied air
attack, highly destructive naval gunfire and a chronic lack of combat supplies and
replacements of men and equipment. Written with the advantage of new materials from
archives in the former Eastern Bloc, this book is no whitewash of a Waffen SS division and it
does not shy away from confronting unpalatable facts or controversies.
WWII began with a metallic roar as the German Blitzkrieg raced across Europe, spearheaded
by the most dreaded weapon of the 20th century: the Panzer. No German tank better
represents that thundering power than the infamous Tiger, and Otto Carius was one of the
most successful commanders to ever take a Tiger into battle, destroying well over 150 enemy
tanks during his incredible career.
The day after Vasiliy Krysov finished school, on 22 June 1941, Germany attacked the Soviet
Union and provoked a war of unparalleled extent and cruelty. For the next three years, as a
tank commander, Krysov fought against the German panzers in some of the most intense and
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destructive armored engagements in historyincluding those at Stalingrad, Kursk and
Knigsberg. This is the remarkable story of his war. As the commander of a heavy tank, a self-
propelled gun -a tank destroyer-and a T-34, he fought his way westward across Russia, the
Ukraine and Poland against a skillful and determined enemy which had previously never
known defeat. Krysov repeatedly faced tough SS panzer divisions, like the SS Leibstandarte
Adolf Hitler Panzer Division in the Bruilov-Fastov area in 1943, and the SS Das Wiking Panzer
Division in Poland in 1944. . Krysov was at Kursk and participated in a counterattack at Ponyri.
The ruthlessness of this long and bitter campaign is vividly depicted in his narrative, as is the
enormous scale and complexity of the fighting.Honestly, and with an extraordinary clarity of
recall, he describes confrontations with German Tiger and Panther tanks and deadly anti-tank
guns. He was wounded four times, his crewmen and his commanding officers were killed, but
he was fated to survive and record his experience of combat. His memoirs give a compelling
insight into the reality of tank warfare on the Eastern Front.
A remarkable World War II survival story and combat memoir by “an indestructible wartime
tank commander” (The Telegraph). In campaign after campaign, from the defense of Calais in
1940 to the defeat of Germany in 1945, Bill Close served as a tank commander in Britain’s
Royal Tank Regiment—and he survived. His tanks were hit eleven times by enemy shellfire and
he bailed out. He was wounded three times. He finished the war as one of the most
experienced and resourceful of British tank commanders, and in later life, he set down his
wartime experiences in graphic detail. His book is not only an extraordinary memoir; it is also a
compelling account of the exploits of the Royal Tank Regiment throughout the conflict. As a
record of the day-to-day experience of the tank crew of seventy-five years ago—of the
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conditions they faced and the battles they fought—it has rarely been equaled.
Günter Koschorrek wrote his illicit diary on any scraps of paper he could lay his hands on,
storing them with his mother on infrequent trips home on leave. The diary went missing, and it
was not until he was reunited with his daughter in America some forty years later that it came
to light and became Blood Red Snow. The author’s excitement at the first encounter with the
enemy in the Russian Steppe is obvious. Later, the horror and confusion of fighting in the
streets of Stalingrad are brought to life by his descriptions of the others in his unit – their
differing manners and techniques for dealing with the squalor and death. He is also posted to
Romania and Italy, assignments he remembers fondly compared to his time on the Eastern
Front. This book stands as a memorial to the huge numbers on both sides who did not survive
and is, some six decades later, the fulfilment of a responsibility the author feels to honour the
memory of those who perished.
In the opening days of the Blitzkrieg campaign, few aircraft could invoke as much terror as the
Junkers Ju 87. Nicknamed the “Stuka” (an abbreviation of Sturzkampfflugzeug – the German
term for “dive-bomber”), the Ju 87 was perhaps the most feared tactical bomber of the ETO.
With its fixed landing gear and inverted gull wings, the Stuka was the most recognizable
aircraft of the Blitzkrieg era. With profile plates, close-up photographs and battlescene artwork,
this book reveals the design and development history of the aircraft and how the inclusion of its
dive-activated siren changed it from a reliable and sturdy dive bomber into a psychological
weapon, spreading panic in ground units. Mike Guardia goes on to explain how the Stuka
became easy prey for Allied aircraft and how its influence waned in the final years of the war.
A sobering account of conflict on the Eastern Front of World War II told from the perspective of
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a Russian soldier. Honest and irrepressibly frank, these are the dramatic memoirs of a Russian
officer on the Eastern Front, where he played his part in a clash of titans and witnessed the
shuddering collapse of the Third Reich. The cataclysmic battle of Kursk in 1943 put an end to
Hitler’s hopes of victory on the Eastern Front, and it was Evgeni Bessonov’s first battle. From
then on the Germans were forced into a long, bitter retreat that ended in the ruins of Berlin in
1945. An officer in an elite guards unit of the Red Army, Bessonov rode tanks from Kursk,
through a western Russia and Poland devastated by the Germans, and right into the heart of
Nazi Germany. Tank Rider is the riveting memoir of Evgeni Bessonov telling of his years of
service at the vanguard of the Red Army and daily encounters with the German foe. He brings
large-scale battles to life, recounts the sniping and skirmishing that tried and tested soldiers on
both sides, and narrates the overwhelming tragedy and horror of apocalyptic warfare on the
Eastern Front. So much of the Soviet experience of World War II remains untold, but this
memoir provides an important glimpse into some of the most decisive moments of this
overlooked history. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Arcade, Good Books, Sports
Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of biographies,
autobiographies, and memoirs. Our list includes biographies on well-known historical figures
like Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains from
history, such as Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have also
published survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity, first-hand
tales of adventure, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Michael Wittmann was by far the most famous tank ace on any side in World War II, destroying
138 enemy tanks and 132 anti-tank guns with his Tiger. This classic of armored warfare is both
combat biography and unit history, as Patrick Agte focuses on the life and career of Wittmann
but also includes his fellow Tiger commanders in the 1st SS Panzer Division Leibstandarte SS
Adolf Hitler. Volume One covers the Eastern Front, where Wittmann racked up more than 100
kills and participated in the Battle of Kursk in 1943.
When a 20-year old Waffen-SS veteran of two years' combat against the Soviets
and Americans is confronted with the awful, undeniable truth of the Holocaust, he
must reconcile it with his pride in his comrades' battlefield sacrifices. The author
served in SS Mountain Infantry Regiment 11 Reinhard Heydrich, part of 6th SS
Mountain Division Nord. The book is mostly an account of his extensive combat
service against the Soviets in northern Karelia and Finland, with a shorter section
describing combat against the Americans in the Vosges and in the Saar-Moselle
triangle. Voss reflects on the totality of his wartime experiences, from the origins
of his reasons for enlisting in the Waffen-SS to his experiences in US captivity.
The result is a compelling and honest account.
Transcripts from General Patten's war diary covering his campaigns in Sicily,
France, and Germany
Like many Germans, Berlin schoolboy Erwin Bartmann fell under the spell of the
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Zeitgeist cultivated by the Nazis. Convinced he was growing up in the best
country in the world, he dreamt of joining the Leibstandarte, Hitler's elite Waffen
SS unit. Tall, blond, blue-eyed, and just seventeen-years-old, Erwin fulfilled his
dream on Mayday 1941, when he gave up his apprenticeship at the Glaser
bakery in Memeler Strasse and walked into the Lichterfelde barracks in Berlin as
a raw, volunteer recruit. On arrival at the Eastern Front in late summer 1941,
Erwin was assigned to a frontline communications squad attached to 4.Kompanie
and soon discovered that survival was a matter of luck - or the protection of a
guardian angel. Good fortune finally deserted Erwin on 11 July 1943 when
shrapnel sizzled through his lung during the epic Battle of Kursk-Prokhorovka.
Following a period of recovery, and promotion to Unterscharführer, Erwin took up
a post as machine-gun instructor with the Ausbildung und Ersatz Bataillon, a
training unit based close to the eastern section of the Berliner Ring Autobahn.
When the Red Army launched its massive assault on the Seelow Heights, Erwin's
unit, now incorporated into Regiment Falke, was deployed to the southern flank
of the Berlin-Frankfurt Autobahn, close to the River Oder. The German defenses
soon crumbled and with the end of the Reich inevitable, Erwin was forced to
choose between a struggle for personal survival and the fulfillment of his SS oath
of 'loyalty unto death’. From the war on the southern sector of the Eastern Front
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to a bomb-shattered Berlin populated largely by old men and demoralized lonely
women, this candid eyewitness account offers a unique and sometimes
surprising perspective on the life of a young Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler
volunteer.
A German commander’s “very readable and thought-provoking” study of
Operation Barbarossa (Military Review). This book unveils a wealth of
experiences and analysis about Operation Barbarossa, perhaps the most
important military campaign of the twentieth century, from a perspective rarely
encountered. Hermann Hoth led Germany’s 3rd Panzer Group in Army Group
Center—in tandem with Guderian’s 2nd Group—during the invasion of the Soviet
Union, and together, these two daring panzer commanders achieved a series of
astounding victories, encircling entire Russian armies at Minsk, Smolensk, and
Vyazma, all the way up to the very gates of Moscow. This work begins with Hoth
discussing the use of nuclear weapons in future conflicts. This cool-headed
postwar reflection, from one of Nazi Germany’s top panzer commanders, is rare
enough. But then Hoth dives into his exact command decisions during
Barbarossa—still the largest continental offensive ever undertaken—to reveal new
insights into how Germany could, and in his view should, have succeeded in the
campaign. Hoth critically analyses the origin, development, and objective of the
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plan against Russia, and presents the situations confronted, the decisions taken,
and the mistakes made by the army’s leadership, as the new form of mobile
warfare startled not only the Soviets on the receiving end but the German
leadership itself, which failed to provide support infrastructure for their panzer
arm’s breakthroughs. Hoth sheds light on the decisive and ever-escalating
struggle between Hitler and his military advisers on the question of whether, after
the Dnieper and the Dvina had been reached, to adhere to the original idea of
capturing Moscow. Hitler’s momentous decision to divert forces to Kiev and the
south only came in late August 1941. He then finally considers in detail whether
the Germans, after obliterating the remaining Russian armies facing Army Group
Center in Operation Typhoon, could still hope for the occupation of the Russian
capital that fall. Hoth concludes his study with several lessons for the offensive
use of armored formations in the future. His firsthand analysis, here published for
the first time in English, will be vital reading for every student of World War II.
A memoir of a German soldier who served on the front lines of World War II
captures the horror of the war and the feelings of a young man caught up in
something larger then himself.
An incendiary work of scholarship arguing that racism was the driving force
behind Nazism, rather than a by-product of it—essential reading in an age of
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renewed fears of bigotry, tyranny, and fascism. World War II was the defining
event of the twentieth century, redrawing the political map in ways that continue
to affect nearly the entire human race. What was unprecedented, however, was
not simply the war’s scale, but its causes. Unlike previous territorial or political
clashes, the war launched by Nazi Germany was an ideological one, waged to
wipe entire peoples and cultures from the face of the earth. In Nazism and War,
Richard Bessel, one of the preeminent authorities on the social and political
history of modern Germany, demonstrates that “Nazi war was racial struggle;
Nazi racial struggle was war.” War was the anvil on which Hitler’s worldview was
forged: German National Socialism emerged triumphant over a country deeply
scarred by defeat and eager to reclaim its greatness. As a political philosophy,
Nazism glorified struggle and conflict, viewing them as the purpose of a nation
and a measure of its overall condition. As a political movement and state system,
Nazism made its ideology real, plunging the European continent into a war of
annihilation and a sea of blood. Nazism destroyed the old Europe, and thus
helped to create the world in which we live. Praise for Nazism and War “[A]
stimulating and thoughtful volume.”—Richard Overy, Literary Review “[A] rich,
well-rounded portrait . . . offers both the serious scholar and the lay reader a
concise yet comprehensive perspective on the events and horrors of that
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period.”—Publishers Weekly “[An] impressive study . . . highly
recommended.”—Library Journal “Clear, engaging, and quietly
profound.”—Booklist
This book tells—with firsthand accounts as well as numerous, never-before-seen
photographs—the combat history of German Tiger Tank Battalion 503, the senior
Tiger battalion of the German Army, equipped with both the Tiger I and the King
Tiger. The unit saw action in the attempted relief of Stalingrad, the tremendous
tank engagements at Kursk, and the bitter fighting to relieve German units
encircled at the Tscherkassy Pocket. It then defended against the Allies in
Normandy in 1944, and ended the war with desperate fighting in Hungary and
Austria.
This WWII memoir of a Nazi officer is one of the most revealing firsthand
accounts of the German retreat on the Eastern Front. A second lieutenant of the
4th Panzer division, Hans Schäufler commanded a Jagdpanther tank destroyer in
rearguard actions against the Red Army in East Prussia in 1945. Then, as an
infantryman, he took part in the doomed defense of Danzig before escaping
across the Baltic in a small boat. His personal story offers a rare glimpse into the
chaos and suffering endured by tens thousands of soldiers and civilians during
the collapse of the Third Reich in the east. Along with vivid descriptions of the
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appalling conditions in Danzig and the fear and panic that gripped the city,
Schäufler’s account provides valuable insight into the German army’s tactics as
they fell back before the Soviet advance. While acute shortages of men,
equipment, ammunition and fuel crippled the defense, the soldiers went on
fighting for a lost cause in the face of certain defeat.“/DIV>
Hero of the Soviet Union Dmitriy Loza has carefully crafted his World War II
experiences with U.S.-provided Sherman tanks into a highly readable memoir. Between
the fall of 1943 and August 1945, Loza fought in the Ukraine, Romania, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, and Austria. He commanded a tank battalion during much of this
period and had three Shermans shot out from under him. Loza's unit participated in
such well-known combat actions as the Korsun-Shevchenkovskiy Operation, the Jassy-
Kishenev Operation, and the battles for Budapest, Vienna, and Prague. Following the
German surrender, Loza's unit was sent to Mongolia, where it participated in the
arduous trek across the Gobi Desert to attack the Japanese Kwantung Army in
Manchuria. This is the first available detailed examination of the Red Army's
exploitation of U.S. war matiriel during World War II and one of the first genuine
memoirs available from the Russian front. Loza also provides firsthand testimony on
tactical command decisions, group objectives and how they were accomplished, and
Soviet use of combat equipment and intelligence. Only after the collapse of the USSR
and concomitant relaxing of prohibitions against publication of materials related to the
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Lend-Lease Program there could this account be made available Dmitriy Loza served
as an instructor at the Frunze Academy after the war, retiring in 1967 with the rank of
colonel. He resides in Moscow. James F. Gebhardt, now a defense contractor at Fort
Leavenworth, is a Vietnam veteran. He is the author of Blood on the Shores: Soviet
Naval Commandos in World War II.
Wolfgang Faust was the driver of a Tiger I tank with the Wehrmacht Heavy Panzer
Battalions, seeing extensive combat on the Eastern Front in 1943-45. This memoir was
his brutal and deeply personal account of the Russian Front's appalling carnage.
Depicting a running tank engagement lasting for three days, Faust describes how his
Tiger unit fought pitched battles in the snows of western Russia against the full might of
the Red Army: the T34s, Stalin tanks, Sturmovik bombers and the feared Katyusha
rocket brigades. His astonishing testimony reveals the merciless decisions that panzer
crews made in action, the devastating power of their weaponry, and the many ways that
men met their deaths in the snow and ice of the Ostfront. First published in the late
1940s as 'Panzerdammerung' ('Panzer Twilight'), this memoir's savage realism shocked
the post-war German public. Some readers were outraged at the book's final scenes,
while others wrote that, 'Now, at last, I know what our men did in the East.' Today it
stands as one of the great semi-autobiographical accounts of warfare in World War 2: a
crescendo of horror, grim survival and a fatalistic acceptance of the panzer man's
destiny. The only other surviving memoir by this author is 'The Last Panther' - an
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astonishing account of panzer warfare in the final hours of the Third Reich - also
available on Amazon.
The first comprehensive study of the legendary Panzer commander. Though there have
been numerous articles on Wittmann, none have come close to understanding the
scope of his life and combat experiences. Wittmann's military exploits stand out from all
the rest, as his Sturmgeschutz III and Tiger I crews succeeded in destroying 138 enemy
tanks and 132 anti-tank guns and field artillery pieces. Gary Simpson conducted
extensive research, travel, and interviews to uncover the tru facts and situations that
Michael Wittmann encountered on the battlefields of both the eastern and wetsern
fronts.
A gripping account of the Second World War, from the perspective of a young tank
commander. In 1944, David Render was a nineteen-year-old second lieutenant fresh
from Sandhurst when he was sent to France. Joining the Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry
five days after the D-Day landings, the combat-hardened men he was sent to command
did not expect him to last long. However, in the following weeks of ferocious fighting in
which more than 90 per cent of his fellow tank commanders became casualties, his
ability to emerge unscathed from countless combat engagements earned him the
nickname of the 'Inevitable Mr Render'. In Tank Action Render tells his remarkable
story, spanning every major episode of the last year of the Second World War from the
invasion of Normandy to the fall of Germany. Ultimately it is a story of survival,
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comradeship and the ability to stand up and be counted as a leader in combat.
Panzer AceThe Memoirs of an Iron Cross Panzer Commander from Barbarossa to
NormandyGreenhill Books
While the Battle of Berlin in 1945 is widely known, the horrific story of the Halbe Kessel
remains largely untold. In April 1945, victorious Soviet forces encircled 80,000 men of
the German 9th Army in the Halbe area, South of Berlin, together with many thousands
of German women and children. The German troops, desperate to avoid Soviet
capture, battled furiously to break out towards the West, where they could surrender to
the comparative safety of the Americans. For the German civilians trapped in the
Kessel, the quest to escape took on frantic dimensions, as the terror of Red Army
brutality spread. The small town of Halbe became the eye of the hurricane for the
breakout, as King Tigers of the SS Panzer Corps led the spearhead to the West,
supported by Panthers of the battle-hardened 21st Panzer Division. Panzer by panzer,
unit by unit, the breakout forces were cut down - until only a handful of Panthers, other
armour, battered infantry units and columns of shattered refugees made a final escape
through the rings of fire to the American lines. This first-hand account by the
commander of one of those Panther tanks relates with devastating clarity the conditions
inside the Kessel, the ferocity of the breakout attempt through Halbe, and the
subsequent running battles between overwhelming Soviet forces and the exhausted
Reich troops, who were using their last reserves of fuel, ammunition, strength and
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hope. Eloquent German-perspective accounts of World War 2 are surprisingly rare, and
the recent reissue of Wolfgang Faust's 1948 memoir 'Tiger Tracks' has fascinated
readers around the world with its insight into the Eastern Front. In 'The Last Panther, '
Faust used his unique knowledge of tank warfare to describe the final collapse of the
Third Reich and the murderous combat between the German and Russian armies. He
gives us a shocking testament to the cataclysmic final hours of the Reich, and the
horrors of this last eruption of violence among the idyllic forests and meadows of
Germany.
Michael Wittmann (Vogelthal, 22 April 1914 - Caen, 8 August 1944) was a famous
officer of the Waffen-SS, he is considered one of the most legendary and combative
tank commanders of the Second World War. He achieved his tactical masterpiece
immediately after the Allied landings in Normandy on 13 June 1944, when in just an
hour he destroyed 21 tanks and 28 other armored vehicles of the British 7th Armored
Division in the village of Villers-Bocage. Less than a month later, on August 8, during
Operation Totalize, Wittmann died along with four other members of his crew, not
before achieving the most victories in history for a tank crew, with the destruction of
nearly 300 enemy vehicles. for a long time the remains of the mythical commander
were not found, giving rise to a legend that lasted until 1983 when the mystery was
revealed with the discovery of his remains. Wittmann is still considered a legend in
Germany today and is sometimes known as the "Black Baron", a clear reference to the
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Red Baron Manfred Von Richtofen.
A stunning look at World War II from the other side... From the turret of a German tank,
Colonel Hans von Luck commanded Rommel's 7th and then 21st Panzer Division. El
Alamein, Kasserine Pass, Poland, Belgium, Normandy on D-Day, the disastrous
Russian front--von Luck fought there with some of the best soldiers in the world.
German soldiers. Awarded the German Cross in Gold and the Knight's Cross, von Luck
writes as an officer and a gentleman. Told with the vivid detail of an impassioned
eyewitness, his rare and moving memoir has become a classic in the literature of World
War II, a first-person chronicle of the glory--and the inevitable tragedy--of a superb
soldier fighting Hitler's war.
“This new version of the Robin Hood legend kept my attention and interest with
every turn of the page. Read it and enjoy!”—The World Wide Robin Hood Society
1193. A crusader returns to his home in Nottinghamshire, to find that England
has been torn between the land-owning Norman lords and their English subjects,
the country crippled by years of taxation and the long absence of its king. The
crusader’s name is Robin of Locksley. Following a youth spent with lowborn
friends Robin is determined to settle into the role his father wanted for him: a lord
dispensing justice to the county. But a false rumor of his death in the East has
stolen Robin’s lands from him, and the justice meted out by his fellow lords
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hardly seems to deserve the name. When Robin is compelled by a neighboring
lord to condemn his childhood friends for a crime they did not commit, he realizes
that he must choose between the need to regain his lost inheritance and his
desire to help the commoners of Nottinghamshire. In this lucidly imagined and
carefully researched recreation of the era of King Richard “the Lionheart,” Robin
seeks the support of common-born and noble to defy the self-serving lords who
oppose him, but it soon becomes clear that he can accomplish more outside the
law than within it . . . In this her first novel, Lauren Johnson offers “a unique
blend of legend, history, genuine characters, and page-turning storytelling . . . a
realistic take on this magical myth” (Medievalists.net). “Addictive and
absorbing.”—Medieval Warfare
Richard Freiherr von Rosen was a highly decorated Wehrmacht soldier and
outstanding panzer commander. His memoirs are richly illustrated with
contemporary photographs, including key confrontations of World War II.After
serving as a gunlayer on a Pz.Mk.III during Barbarossa, he led a Company of
Tigers at Kursk. Later he led a company of King Tiger panzers at Normandy and
in late 1944 commanded a battle group (12 King Tigers and a flak Company)
against the Russians in Hungary in the rank of junior, later senior lieutenant (from
November 1944, his final rank.)Only 489 of these King Tiger tanks were ever
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built. They were the most powerful heavy tanks to see service, and only one kind
of shell could penetrate their armor at a reasonable distance.Every effort had to
be made to retrieve any of them bogged down or otherwise immobilized, which
led to many towing adventures. The author has a fine memory and eye for detail.
His account is easy to read and not technical, and adds substantially to the
knowledge of how the German Panzer Arm operated in the Second World War.
The personal memoir of a Nazi soldier, from joining the German Army in 1941
through his time as a Panzer on the Eastern Front. Originally written only for his
daughter, Armin Schedierbauer’s Adventures in My Youth chronicles his time as
a solider during World War II. As an infantry officer with the 252nd Infantry
Division, German Army, Schedierbauer saw four years of combat on the Eastern
Front. After joining his unit during the winter of 1942, he was wounded six times
and had firsthand experience of the Soviet offensives in the summer of 1944 and
January 1945. While fighting in East Prussia, he was captured by the Soviets and
not released until 1947. Schedierbauer was only twenty-one years old when the
war ended, and his memoir recollects the experiences he went through as a
young man on the front.
First major treatment of the 3rd Panzer Division in English.
‘May the army of millions of dead of all nations bear witness to humanity for the
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hope that future generations may learn to discard war as the best way to resolve
their differences.’ - Helmut Schneider This is the little-known story of Heavy
Panzer (Tiger) Battalion 507 told through the recollections of the men who fought
with the unit. The book was conceived during a reunion of the ‘507’ at Rohrdorf
in 1982, where it was agreed to set up an editorial committee under Helmut
Schneider, himself a veteran of the battalion, to search for as many survivors of
the unit as possible and gather their reminiscences. The resulting account is a
treasure trove of first-hand material, from personal memories, diary entries and
letters to leave passes, wartime newspaper cuttings, Wehrmacht bulletins and
more than 160 photographs. The account follows the unit from its formation in
1943 and the catastrophic events on the Eastern Front, through battles on the
Western Front and engagements against the American 3rd Armoured Division to
the confusion of retreat, panic-stricken eight and Soviet captivity in the closing
stages of the war. Honest and unflinching, this remarkable collection of
autobiographies offers a glimpse into life in Hitler’s panzer division and is a stark
testimony of a generation that sacrificed its best years to the war. This is the first
English-language translation of the work.
German and Russian tank battalions clash in this action-packed novel of WWII
combat and conspiracy cowritten by an Emmy Award–winning historian. When
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Germany’s leading tank ace meets Russia’s Steppe Fox it’s a fight to the
death. Faced with overwhelming odds, Kampfgruppe Hans von Schroif needs a
better armored vehicle and fast, but the new Tiger tank is still on the drawing
board. Now, von Schroif must overcome bureaucracy, espionage, and relentless
Allied bombing to get the Tiger into battle in time to meet the ultimate challenge.
Based on a true story of combat on the Russian Front, Bob Carruthers and
Sinclair McLay’s Tiger Command! presents the gripping saga of how Germany’s
Tiger tank was born and a legend was forged in the heat of combat. Gritty,
intense, and breath-taking in its detail, this sprawling epic captures the reality of
the lives and deaths of the tank crews who fought for survival on the Eastern
Front. “Carruthers has a masterful grasp of the realities of the conflict.” —John
Erickson, author of The Road to Stalingrad: Stalin’s War with Germany
Throughout World War II, German snipers were obliged to carry a
’Scharfshützen Buch’ which recorded every kill. Each success noted had to be
verified by a witness and signed by a superior officer.The journal of Sutkus is one
of only a few such books to have survived the war. It records more than 200 kills,
placing him as one of the war’s most successful snipers. A large part of his
journal is reproduced for the first time here.
Panzer Commander Hermann Balck is an intriguing history of one of the world’s
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greatest armoured warfare commanders. During World War II, Balck directed
panzer troops from the front line and led by example, putting himself in extreme
danger when rallying his soldiers to surge forward. He fought battles that were
masterpieces of tactical operations, utilising speed, surprise and a remarkable
ability to motivate his men to achieve what they considered to be impossible. We
follow his exciting journey through the fields of France, the mountains of Greece
and the steppes of Russia. In Greece, through flair and innovative leadership, his
soldiers overcome every obstacle to defeat determined Australian and New
Zealand soldiers defending the narrow mountain passes. This is also the story of
a cultured and complex man with a great love of antiquity and classical literature,
who nevertheless willingly fought for Hitler’s Third Reich while remaining
strangely detached from the horrors around him.
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